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‘tube "similar to a mailing tube. 
‘ internal ‘cap which,‘when the loaded cartridge is 
delivered, is adjacent one end thereof andp‘forms 
a"closure,“but"which' acts as a plungerbperated 
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1 V . 

"This invention“ ‘relates to a dispensing device 
‘ for‘calking ‘material and ‘the like, ‘comprising ‘a 

‘ handle ‘in which one end of a‘cartridge'a‘dapted 
‘to contain such material maybe mounted,‘ the 
“handlecarr‘ying means‘tc engage the far“'end of 
the "cartridge and ‘hold it ‘in‘place and“ being 
equipped ’ with‘ manually ‘operable feeding ‘mech 
_'a;nis‘m to‘expel‘ the contents from the cartridge. 
'I‘he'object‘of the invention is to ‘provide an ex 
tremely simple device for securing the cartridge 

place, ‘enabling the expulsion of ‘the contents 
‘as desired by manipulation of ‘a ‘suitable hand 
"lever on the handle. 

In' its‘ preferred ‘form my invention employs 
‘a cartridge in the form of‘ a paper tube having 
'at'one'end' an internal cap which may act as‘a ‘ 
“plunger ‘in extruding ‘material, and at‘ the ‘other 
end a cap having a central opening "through 
which the extrusionltakes place. A spout is car 
ried by the dispensing apparatus and ‘in use reg 
isters with the discharge opening. 

strip, the cartridge with its two caps forms a 
‘ready. shipping container for the calking ‘ma 
.terial. ‘ 

""When‘it'is desired to use‘the cartridge, it is 
“only necessary to ‘mount it in the ‘apparatus, 
which is equipped with means to engage ‘and po 
sition the‘ rear end of the "cartridge while the 
forward ‘end engages‘ the device carrying the 

and ‘suitable pawls 
adapted to advance the rod and retain the gain 
made. ‘” ‘Such pusher‘ acts to advance the internal 
cap as a plunger to force the material forward, 
‘breaking the frangible ‘seal and discharging 
through the spout. 

A'preferred form of the'invention isillustrated 
'in' the drawings hereof and is hereinafter‘ more 
fully described and the essential novel‘ features 
‘are ‘set out 'in the claims. 

‘ ‘In the drawings, Fig. l is a longitudinal section 
of the complete ‘dispensing device showing the 
“cartridge mounted in position in the apparatus; 
Fig.‘ 2 is‘ a fragmentary longitudinal section 
‘through 'the‘position‘ed cartridge at thedischarge 
‘end; Fig. 3 is a plan of the apparatusishowing the 
parts in the act of positioning the cartridge; Fig. 
4 is a cross section through the mounted cartridge 
indicated by the“ line 4—4 on Fig. 1; Fig. 5 is a 
cross section through the hand grip, as indicated 
by the line 5--5 on Fig. 3; Fig. 6 is a detail in 
cross section, as indicated by the line 6-4 on Fig. 
5; Fig. 7 is a modi?ed cross section in a plane 
indicated by the line 5-5. 
As shown‘in Figs. 1, 2 and‘ 3, 10 indicates the 

body ‘of a cartridge which is preferably a'pa‘per 
II indicates an 

‘ ‘When the ‘ 

‘discharge opening is closed'by a suitable frangible 
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fspout. The discharge apparatus may comprise l‘ 
‘a pusher‘ rod, hand lever 

35 “to receive that end of the cartridge and‘having a 
“central opening adapted ‘to'register with the‘ dis- ‘ 
‘charge op‘ening'of the cartridge. ‘ The connection 
“at either the ‘inner or outer‘end of the‘ rods is 
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"rod 50 having a disc ‘5| on its forward end-whichl 

“ discharge. ‘ a " 

‘1, The‘ dispensing“ I 
‘or ‘handle 20 preferably‘made of sheet material 
‘doubled forwardly on itself and formed into a 

“ hand‘ grip'which at‘the forward end has a trans 
"verse channel‘ member 2! abutting and secured to 

"by the" pusher ‘of the; apparatus to discharge the 
“ccntents. "Such cap, which ‘may if desired" be 
‘a' v‘sheet metal disc having a ‘flange, is indicated 
near the discharge position at H inIFig‘.‘ 1. ‘ l2 
indicates the external cap at the discharge end‘ as 
shown in Fig. 2; This ‘external cap has a double 
‘?anged-edge It which‘embraces the‘wall ‘of’the 
‘cartridge and at the center has a dischargeopen— 
“ing l4. When the cartridge is shipped this open 
ing‘ is clo‘sedby a thin‘ frangible seal is secured 
to the inner face of the cap. \ 
‘When the cartridge‘is mounted and the‘plunger 

at the other end actuated the pressure breaksthe 
“seal r5, so that the contents‘may be discharged 
through'the opening M, and‘thence 'throu‘g'h‘a 
‘suitable spout carried‘by‘the apparatus. ‘The 
‘cartridge with-its two caps‘accordingly consti 
v‘tutes the“ ‘shipping ‘container and immediately 
upon receipt by‘the user, it may be “placed'in 
the dispensing apparatus‘ of this invention ‘for 

apparatus “comprises a‘ body 

a‘ disc‘22. ‘This-disc is ‘provided at‘its edgewith 
a flange 23 which extends cylindrically for ‘half 
‘a circumference, the ‘terminal diameter ‘being 
"preferably ‘in a ‘vertical plane. ‘Such half-sleeve 
"‘23‘ and the discl'22?accordingly form a 
‘ the‘ rear “ end’ of ‘ the ' ‘cartridge. 

seat for 

A pair of rods‘ 3ii‘lying in a vertical ‘plane'are 
‘connected ‘at their'rear ends to the handle'an‘d 
at‘ their forward‘end to‘ a cap iii! of su?icient size 

pivotal so‘ that the cap may‘ take a‘position at 
an angle to the head of the handle. It is prefer 
able to‘pivot the ‘cap to the ends of the'rods and 
this cap preferably" carries a spout iii. ‘If "de 
sired; the ‘spout may be removable and internally 

4‘ufthreaded ‘on an external thread'cf a short‘ ‘tube 
“ll‘l‘secured to the cap. 

In mounting‘the cartridge the‘iar end merely 
"plac’ed‘in the‘ cap Ill)‘ which is swung ‘so'mewhat'to 
‘one side ‘as indicated in Fig. 3, and'then‘the car~ 
‘tI‘i‘dgdis “swung ‘in the opposite‘ direction across 
"the ‘front plate 22 ‘into‘engagernent witlr'the 
"semi-cylindrical sleeve‘ 23. In this position the 
“ cartridge‘ may be ‘readily retained by the '?rst 
"j?nge'r “of ‘the operator ‘ extending alongside‘ ‘of 
‘the open side ofthe ‘retainer "23 and the adjacent 
portion of the cartridge, until the pusher-‘mech 
anism, about to be described, enters the cartridge, ' 
after which ‘the pusher" plate ‘on such‘ mechanism 
retains that end of the cartridge in “ position. 
"The discharging- apparatus includes a pusher 
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when the rod is fully withdrawn, preferably seats 
Within a recess in the plate 22. This disc is of 
such size that it may readily engage the closure 
cap II and force it along the ‘interior of the 
cartridge as the rod is advanced to expel the 
material. ’ ' 

5 

A hand lever 52, pivoted to thegrip 20, oper-. . ' 

ates suitable mechanism to advance the rod '50..’ As shown, the mechanism comprises a pair '0! " 

washers 53 normally loose about the rod. and 
pressed in idle position by a spring 54 operating 

10 

against an abutment 55 in the hand‘grip.‘ When ‘ 
the hand lever is drawn by the operator’s ?ngers 
into the grip the upperi end of the lever forces 
forwardly the lower portions of the washers 
skewing them and causing them to bind against 
the rod 50 and feed the same forwardly. The 
gain is retained by a detent pawl 56 normally 
pressed by a spring 5‘! into position to bind 
against the rod. As the rod is fed forwardly, 
however, it carries the detent pawl into a more 

, nearly vertical position and passes freely through 
it. . At the‘ end of the stroke, the spring 51 returns 

15 

the detent pawl to the inclined position where it 
bitesinto the rod and prevents retraction thereof 
and accordingly maintains the gain made by the 
actuation of the lever 52. 

, At the end of the operation of discharging the 
contents of the cartridge, the disc 5| on the end , , 
‘of the rod 50 ‘has shoved the cap .ll practically‘ 
to the opposite end of the cartridge and against 
.the interior of the cap I2. When it is desired 
to withdraw the rod the operator actuates an 

. L-shaped lever 58 shown in idle position in Fig. 1 K 
and turns it upwardly into the position shown“ 
in Fig. 3. In this position the short arm of the 
lever engages the detent pawl 55 and cams it to 
'idle position, thus allowing the rod to be freely 
withdrawn. When completely withdrawn, the, 
cartridge is free to be swung laterally as indi-" “ 
cated, for instance, in Fig. 3 and then withdrawn 
from the cap 40 and discarded. ' _~ .. 
Thetwo rods 30 may be in the form of a bail 

having an intermediate portion 31 

In Figs. 5 and 6, I have indicated a pivotal con 
nection between the bail ‘and handle effected by 
loops 25 on the channel member 20 overhanging 
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extending ) 

through the handle and suitably secured thereto. 

the bail. In Fig. 7 the bail is ?xed to the handle, H I 
which may be readily effected by an ear 26 ‘on the " 
handle overlapping a laterally looped portion .32 
of the bail. At the far end, the two arms 30 of 
the bail are preferably pivoted to the cap 40 by 
cars 45 on the latter embracing loops 33 on the‘ 

‘ 55 
ends of the rods 30. 

It will be seen that my manually operated ap 
paratus is extremely simple and relatively in 
expensive in construction. The cartridge may 
be readily mounted therein and when so mounted 
a complete calking gun is provided. Such gun 
has readily operable manual mechanism for ex 
truding the material through the discharge 
spout, enabling the use of the apparatus in the 
usual manner of a calking gun. The cartridge, 
may remain in the apparatus as part of the com-" 
plete gun until the material has been entirely 
used; thereafter merely withdrawing the pusher 
rod and swinging the cartridge to one side frees 
it from the apparatus, enabling the installation’ 
of a fresh cartridge. 

I claim: 
1. In a dispensing apparatus for viscous mate 

rial, the combination of a handle having an out 
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.Lwardly extending laterally open portion adapted. , 
damages. the exterior of one end 9f. aqartridse 

' bail to the handle. 

4 _ . 

and position the cartridge at that end, a ?anged 
cap adapted to embrace the far end of the car 
tridgehand a pair of rodsadaptedtoilie on op 
posite sides of the cartridge and pivoted to the 
handle and the cap on axes extending trans 

" versely of said rods. 
. 2. In a dispensing apparatus for viscous mate 

rial, the combination of a handle having an out 
wardly extending portion adapted to engage the 
exterior of a cartridge and position the cartridge 
at that end, a cap adapted to embrace the far 
end of the cartridge, a pair of rods adapted to 
lie on opposite sides of the cartridge pivoted re 
spectively to the handle and the cap, said rods 
being connected by an‘ intermediate portion ex 
tending across a portion of the handle and means 
engaging said intermediate portion to‘ pivot the 
rods to said handle. , V, ' ' " ' " ‘ 

3. In a dispensing apparatus for viscous mate 
rial,rthe combination of a handle having ‘an out- - 
wardly extending partial sleeve adapted'to en 
gage one side of a cartridge While leaving the 
other side free, a‘ bail having its intermediate 
portion extending across the handle and pivoted 
thereto on an axis located substantially vin the 
plane of separation between said partial sleeve 
and the open entrance thereto and having ‘its 
free arms adapted to extend on opposite sides of 
a cartridge, a cap to which the forward ends of 
the said arms are pivoted, said cap having ‘a 
peripheral ?ange and a central opening forthe 
discharge of material from the cartridge peers 
tioned by the ?ange on the ‘cap. . I _ , . v 

4. In a dispensing apparatus for viscous mate 
rial, the combination of a handle having an out 
wardly extending portion adapted to‘ engag'e‘the 
exterior of ' one end of'a cartridge for not more 
than half of the circumference thereof to provide 
a side entrance to said portion and'position'the 
cartridge at that end, a cap adapted to embrace 
the far end of the cartridge, and a pair of rods 
adapted to lieon opposite sides of the cartridge 
and pivotally connected at their rear ‘ends to‘the 
handle on an axis lying in the plane'of the "edges 
of the side entrance to said outwardly extending 
‘portion and connected at the forward ends to 
‘thecap. ‘ ‘ ' " " 

'5. In a dispensing apparatus for viscous mate' 
rial; the combination of a handle having an out 
wardly extending portion adapted to engage one 
end of a cartridge and position the cartridge'at ' 
that end, a cap adapted to embracethe far end 
of the cartridge, a pusher rod slidably mounted 
in the handle, and a pair of rods connected re 
spectively to the handle and cap and adaptedto 
lie on opposite sides of the cartridgegthe rods 
being in the form of a bail having aninterme 
diate portion passing through the handleiand 
offset laterally about the pusher rod, said" handle 
having means embracing the non-offset part'of 
said intermediate portion of the bail to pivot'the 
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